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DIGEST

The geophysical survey has located a number of conductive 

anomalies. Some of these should be explored at the most favourable 

horizon by drilling. Six locations have been selected for examination. 

Their position is ehovm on the accompanying snap (No. 28-495*1)'

The magnetic anomaly In the area surveyed may be tested 

at one of the selected positions.

Chloritic spotted alteration of the sediments is found on some 

outcrope. This is considered to be an indication of conditions that are 

favourable for silver deposition.
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INTRODUCTION

During the latter part of August I960, a ratiograph resistivity 

eurvey was completed over sixty-three acres on the Beaner-Harris 

group of seven claim6. These are located on the shor* of Sutton 

Bay at the north end of Lake Teraiskaming in Harris Township, east 

of New Liskeard, Ontario. Magnetic values were also recorded.

Mr. Keith Benner, the staker of the claims, selected the area 

to be examined, arranged for the survey of the lines to guide the 

geophysical field work, and supplied five helpers for assistance in 

carrying out the geophysical field observation*. During the survey 

the results were reviewed by Mr, Benner. His co-operation is 

greatly appreciated.

The survey which required five field days to complete was 

carried out under the supervision of Douglas Burton of our staff. He 

made the interpretation of the geophysical data.

The survey was carried out to locate fractures and faults in 

the underlying rocks tine e these are commonly the loci of the silver 

and the sulpharsenide ore bodies in the Cobalt area.
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The weather wae unusually wet during the period of the survey 

and several days were lost because of the rain.

Location Area fe Accessibility

The area surveyed is about eight miles east of New Liskeard, 

Ontario. The claims are on the north shore of Sutton Bay at the north 

end of Lake Temiskaming. The northwest corner of the group is 

readily accessible by car over a gravel road.

Seven claims comprise the group. Much of this area is covered 

by the lake to the south and swamp and muskeg 60 the east. The north- 

west four claim b, numbered T-47693-3, -4, -64 and T -49415, of 

which 63 acres was examined by the geophysical survey, has many 

outcrops of conglomerate and quartsite.

The Land Survey

A north-south base line was established along the center claim 

line and sixteen linea were turned off at right angles. They were 

extended by picket line and taped for 1000 feet to the east and to the 

west, except in the southeast corner where the water in the swamp 

was too deep to wade.

The lines are numbered from 10 to 25. Marking pickets to
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locate the geophysical observations are established every fifty feet 

and numbered from the base line.

The Geology

On the property there are many large outcrops of conglomerate 

and quartzite. These have been mapped in detail by Keith Benner. 

Chloritic alteration characterised by black spots throughout the 

sediments waa found during the preliminary geological reconnaissance 

of the outcrops. This, is considered to be a significant guide for the 

location of silver deposits as it is found in the sediments in the vicinity 

of the producing mines of Cobalt, Kerr Lake and Casey Township areas, 

The fracture pattern on the outcrops does not show any major striking 

direction. The thickness of the sediments is unknown.

A ithough a number of geological reports have been prepared by 

various Governmental departments during the "boom" period of the 

Cobalt camp, the moet recent and by far the most comprehensive 

review of the geology and silver production of the Cobalt and the South 

Lorrain areas, including the Casey-Harris area, is the 31st Annual 

Report of the Ontario Department of Mines, Volume XXXI, Part 2, 

1922, by Cyril Vr, Knight. The surface geology of these areas was 

alt,o mapped by Willet G. Miller and described in Ontario Bureau of
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Mines Report XIX, Ir'art 2 ', reprints of the map accompanying this 

report are still available.

The basement rocks which underly the area consist of Keewatin 

lavas and sediments. Temiskaming sediments which are infolded into 

the Keewatin rocks are unconformable to them. Dykes and masses of 

intrusive rocks chiefly granite intrude both series.

The Huronian Cobalt sediments overly a large portion of the 

area although window* of the basement rocks oecur in several places. 

The Cobalt sediments for the most part are either horizontal or have 

rather flat dips.

Robert Thomson discusses the Huronian (Cobalt) Series in his 

article "The Proterozoic of the Cobalt Area" included in the Royal 

Society of Canada, Special Publication No. 2, 1957* "The Proterozoic 

in Canada' 9 .

The rather flat-lying Keweenawan Nlpisaing quart* diabase 

intrudes both the basement complex and the Cobalt sediments. It has 

an average thickness of about 1000 feet. This sill-like mass is exposed 

in many placet in the greater Cobalt area from Gowganda to South 

Lorrain. Mott geologists consider this great intrusive to have a 

genetic relationship to the economic mineral bodies of the area.
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Thomson describee the Keweenawan diabase sill and the younger 

diabase dykes. The diabase Bill originally cove red the entire Cobalt 

area but has been removed by erosion in many places. The area 

covered by this survey is an example for although outcrops of the 

sill occur about one mile to the north, none have been found on the 

surveyed ground.

Knight repeatedly emphasized the significance of fracturing 

and faulting in the vicinity of the contacts between the sill and the 

Cobalt conglomerates, between the Keewatin complex and the con 

glomerates, as well as the contact between the nill and the basement 

rockb, au having a direct control on the location of silver deposits. 

Although these pre- and post-diabase fractures strike predominantly 

north and *outh, they also strike in many other directions. They 

generally have a vertical attitude.

"Where the rock formations are favourable for silver deposition* 

drifting on small fractures and veins has been the usual method of 

locating valuable bodies. Diamond drilling has assisted this search. 

Geophysical surveys that are sufficiently sensitive to locate even slight 

fractures should be an aid in localising the search for high grade silver 

veins.
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THE GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY

Two methods were used for this survey; the Lundberg ratio* 

graph resistivity technique, and recordings of the vertical component 

of the earth's magnetic field.

The Ratio|raph Method

During five field days, 29,500 feet of profile on lines 100 feet 

apart wae examined at 50 foot intervals by the Lundberg ratiograph 

resistivity system. This was in an area of sixty-three acres.

The ratiograph resistivity geophysical method, developed by 

Dr. Kane Lundberg, will locate even slight conductive changes in the 

bedrock at depth. In the Cobalt area, small fractures, faults, sulph* 

arsenide*., calcite stringers and metallic silver veins have been 

located by this method.

The resistivity methods of geophysical prospecting are primarily 

concerned with the relative electrical conductivities of the underlying 

rock formations. The resistivity of the common rock formations as 

they occur undisturbed in nature is chiefly determined by the number, 

size and orientation of the pore spaces and the water filling these voids.
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Saturated shear zones, schists and fault breccliis will exhibit higher 

conductivity than the neighbouring rocks* Metalliferous or* minerals, 

particularly sulphide i. having a metallic lustre, conduct current quite

readily.

The ratiograph instrument it operated in such a manner as to 

eliminate the effect of near-surface conductors such as might occur 

in overburden or highly weathered surface rocks. Even slight 

resistivity variations in the bedrock may be located. Because the 

ratiograph method is so sensitive to changes in the bedrock conductivity, 

the fracture zones, being slightly more conductive than the dense rocks 

in which they occur, may be detected and traced.

The Magnetic Method

Magnetic observations of the vertical component of the earth's 

magnetic field were made at SO foot intervals on the lines 100 feet 

apart. The variations of the magnetic field from point to point were 

recorded by means of an accurate magnetic balance with a scale value 

of 10 gammas per division. This required some four days in the 

field. The observations were carefully controlled to eliminate the 

effect of sporadic changes of the earth's magnetic field. The plotted 

observation values show the relative difference of the vertical component 

from point to point.
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The magnetic values recorded on the accompanying znap may 

be related to the Ontario Department of Mines magnetic base station 

at Larder Lake by adding 52, 350 gammas. Thin station had a magnetic 

vertical force of 57,800 gammas as determined on August 15, 1946, 

by Mr. R. G. Madill, Chief of the Magnetic Division of the Dominion 

Observatory.

The gamma value of the magnetic intensity at aay station will 

usually differ from the average value of the region. Anomalous values 

are caused by magnetic minerals. The magnetic susceptibility of 

rocks i t, mainly accounted for by the contained magnetite although 

other minerals may contribute to the observed intensity.

This method if* used for the direct location of magnetic 

minerals. In addition, it has indirect applications and frequently aids 

in outlining geological contacts and structures such as folds and faults.

RESULTS OF THE GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY

The Maps

Mape Nos. 28-495-1 and 28-495-Z drawn to a scale l inch 

equal to 200 feet, accompany this report. Both maps show the lines
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surveyed with reference to the mining claims and a key map, scale 

l inch equal to 2640 feet, showing the location of the claim group 

and the nearby important properties in the townships of Harris and 

Cacey.

Map No. 28-495-1 show* the interpretation of the resistivity 

data as well as the central portion of the magnetic anomaly. It also 

shows the sections recommended for exploration by drilling at the 

most favourable geological horizon.

Map No. 28-495-2 shows the result of the magnetic survey. 

The relative intensity of the vertical component of the earth's magnetic 

field is indicated in gammas. Iso dynamic linen of the vertical com 

ponent of the magnetic field show the shape of toe anomaly. Progress- 

ively deeper shades of blue indicate the increase in magnetic intensity.

The Resistivity Method

A number of conductive anomalies are located and traced from 

line to line. In places these are strongly conductive while in others 

the field evidence suggests that the conductors strike at an acute angle 

to the 4*4ft along which the obstivationa have been made. Although 

the conductors strike in many d/ractions, those trending northeast-
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southwest are most evident. Six locations are nelected for preliminary 

examination.

The Magnetic Method

An elliptically-shaped magnetic anomaly was outlined with a 

relative maximum value of 7500 gammas compared with the regional 

average of 5500 gammas. The anomaly is nicely centred in the area 

surveyed. Its major axis strikes north-northeast.

There may be some relationship between the resistivity and 

the magnetic anomalies since the conductive sones form a scattered 

radiating pattern around the magnetic centre.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

There is a striking spatial relationship between the conductive 

pattern and the 2000 gamma magnetic anomaly which is centred within 

the survey area. These conductors form a rough radial pattern with 

the magnetic centre.

The cause of the geophysical anomalies is not evident from an 

examination of the surface geology. However, the chlorite alteration
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occurs near silver-bearing veins in the Cobalt area.

Although electromagnetic and self potential survey* may give 

additional guidance to exploration of the area, we believe that a 

carefully planned drilling program to intersect the horieons at several 

ieveU should be carried out.

Since valuable deposit* in the Cobalt area are often of rather 

limited extent, very careful examination of ali drill core roast be 

made to detect clues which will direct the drilling to the most 

favourable horizons.

Respectfully submitted, 

LUNDBERG EXPLORATIONS LIMITED

Douglas Burton

APPROVED:
Basil T. Wilson 
Chief Geologist

Toronto, Ontario 
October 4
I960
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